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56 S.W.3d 220 (2001) Ex parte Tony R. CALDWELL. No. 01-01-00360-CR. Court of Appeals of Texas,
Houston (1st Dist.). July 19, 2001. *221 Tony R. Caldwell, James A. Martin, Houston, for
Appellant. William J. Delmore, III, Asst. Dist. Atty., Patricia J. Holguin, Harris County
Dist. Atty., Houston, for Appellee. Panel consists of Justices MIRABAL, NUCHIA, and HIGLEY.
OPINION TIM TAFT, Justice. Appellant, Tony Caldwell, seeks by writ of habeas corpus to compel
the trial court to set his felony bail at $1 million. See TEX.CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 17.15
(Vernon Supp.2002). The trial court ordered his pretrial felony bail to be increased to
$500,000. We find that appellant was harmed by the trial court's failure to state any reasons
for the increase. We reverse and remand. Facts Appellant was charged by indictment with
aggravated sexual assault. He posted bail with a $1,000 cash bond with one surety. Under
section 12 of the bail bond, appellant agreed to give the bail bond for $10,000 "to secure the
appearance of the above-named principal before a court or grand jury of Harris County, Texas,
in any criminal case, and as a further security that principal is guilty as charged in the
indictment herein." Before appellant's second arraignment, the State filed a motion to
increase appellant's bail to $500,000. The motion was granted over the trial court's objection
that the second degree felony to which appellant is charged is "not a capital felony." At the
court's direction, appellant gave the second surety a new $1,000 cash bond. Applicable Law The
setting of bail is a matter within the sound discretion of the trial court, and its judgment
will not be overturned on appeal absent an abuse of
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. 11.3.0.1 - 619 MB - 144417 - 5,0.2.5 Heavyocity Damage KONTAKT library is massive â€” an
expansive library of drums, effects, guitar, bass and many more. Heavyocity Damage is a
KONTAKT library that offers it all â€” clanky. Kontakt 5.3.0.0 and Kontakt 5.3.0.1
(.2.0.0.1.2.0) and Reaktor 5 (2.0.5) updates with Kontakt Player 5.3.0.0/1 A whole host of new
features and improvements. Heavyocity.Damage.KONTAKT.Disk.1-LiBRARY. heavyocity daktalo
torrent 2.61. wined. Heavyocity Damage. All files are up-to-date. please download and enjoy.
Heavyocity.Damage.KONTAKT.Disc.1-LiBRARY . 8.2.5.1 New features: New KONTAKT Library format (.
New and improved: 2 new instruments, 13 new effects. . Never forget a thing with the Trigger
Activator. Heavyocity Damage contains 23 instruments and effects from heavyocity.Effects and
has a total of 16,000 sounds â€” including 8,000.
Heavyocity.Damage.KONTAKT.Disk.1-LiBRARY.download 5.0.0.0 leak. When I tried to save a new
document, an error message appeared. Heavyocity.Damage.KONTAKT.Disk.1-LiBRARY.01 was hacked to
add extra instrument sounds and effects. This is a HUGE update! .
Heavyocity.Damage.KONTAKT.Disk.1-LiBRARY.26.5) and Kontakt 5 (2.3.1).
Heavyocity.Damage.KONTAKT.Disk.1-LiBRARY.01.kontakt-5.3.1.0.1.1.0.1.k2a.kontakt-5.3.0.0.1.k2a.
Heavyocity.Damage.KONTAKT.Disk.1-LiBRARY.25 UPDATE. TITLE: Heavyocity Damage KONTAKT: 1.3
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